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Descriptive Summary

Title: Motion Picture Photograph Collection

Dates: 1937-1995

Collection Number: 2014.003

Creator/Collector: Zelda Gale

Extent: 2.67 Linear ft.

Repository: California State University, Los Angeles

Abstract: The materials in this collection were compiled from 1948-1995. The bulk of the collection includes Photographs and Ephemera, most of which were collected and maintained by Zelda Gale who was an avid donor to the California State University Los Angeles Library. The Photographs contain several headshots and group shots of various actors and singers, Zelda Gale collected these photographs, some of which were personally addressed to her. The Ephemera contains an autograph book and newspaper clippings she kept pertaining to autograph collecting.

Language of Material: English

Access

Access is available by appointment for CSULA student and faculty researchers as well as independent researchers

Publication Rights

Permission for publication is given on behalf of Special Collections as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the researcher.

Preferred Citation

Motion Picture Photograph Collection. California State University, Los Angeles

Acquisition Information

Donated by Zelda Gale

Scope and Content of Collection

The materials in this collection were compiled from 1948-1995. The bulk of the collection includes Photographs and Ephemera, most of which were collected and maintained by Zelda Gale who was an avid donor to the California State University Los Angeles Library. The Photographs contain several headshots and group shots of various actors and singers, Zelda Gale collected these photographs, some of which were personally addressed to her. The Ephemera contains an autograph book and newspaper clippings she kept pertaining to autograph collecting.
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